RENMARK WEST STUDENT DRESS CODE
GUIDELINE

RENMARK WEST STUDENT DRESS CODE GUIDELINES
PREAMBLE
The wearing of school uniform is actively encouraged and strongly supported by staff,
students, parents and the community.
It is an expectation that all students will comply with these guidelines.
In developing these guidelines the importance of the following were taken into account:
(a)
Safety issues
(b)
Cultural sensitivity
(c)
Modesty and discreetness
(d)
What is relevant for children today?
Uniform items may be purchased from Tri-State Graphics in Renmark.
Renmark West Primary School is proud to be identified by the colours bottle green,
gold and white. Clothing in these colours can also be bought from other local outlets.
Second-hand uniforms are able to be purchased from the school. A small donation can be
made for these items.
BELIEF STATEMENT
At Renmark West Primary School we believe that wearing of the school uniform
provides students with a sense of pride and belonging, self confidence, equality,
togetherness and comfort.
GENERAL GUIDELINES

School Logo

It is encouraged to have the school logo printed on tops. SAPSASA/State tops are
allowed. Expensive brand names on clothing are discouraged.

Jewellery

Safety is important and to help with this, no large items are to be worn (big, dangling
earrings, bangles). Small, simple, discreet studs/sleepers and necklaces are acceptable.
Piercing of the nose, lip, eyebrow, navel, or tongue are unacceptable.

Make-up

The wearing of makeup and fake nails are unacceptable.
Clear nailpolish only is allowed.

Jeans/Shorts/Trackpants

Neat denim jeans and shorts are allowed.
The following are not to be worn:
Fashion torn or ripped jeans.
Skin tight jeans
“Short” shorts (Shorts must come down to the mid-thigh).

Hats
A school broad-brimmed or school bucket hat must be worn during play times all
year round.
Graffiti written on hats is unacceptable.

Footwear

Footwear must be covered and secure appropriate for sports lessons (no high heels
or thongs unless for medical reasons).

UNIFORM ITEMS AVAILABLE FROM TRI-STATE GRAPHICS
These specific items are available from Tri-State Graphics:
GIRLS

Summer

BOYS

Summer

Bottle green, gold or white polo shirt.
Bottle green and white checked dress.
Contrast polo shirt (bottle green and
Bottle green, gold or white polo shirt.
Contrast polo shirt (bottle green and gold).
Bottle green, grey or black shorts.
gold).
Bottle green or black skort.
Bottle green, black or grey shorts.

Winter

Winter
Bottle green or black skort.
Bottle green, grey or black track pants.
Bottle green or gold windcheaters.
Bottle green or gold full zip or
1/4 zip jacket.
Bottle green, gold or white skivvies.
Bottle green or gold scarves or gloves.

Bottle green, grey or black track
pants.
Bottle green or gold windcheaters.
Bottle green or gold full zip or 1/4 zip
jacket.
Bottle green, gold or white skivvies.
Bottle green or gold scarves or gloves.

